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Study 1: Police Founding & Arrest
• Sample 

– Statewide random sample of 
medical exams sent to police

– 2008 – 2010
– Child and adult cases
– N=528

• Data: Medical exam, crime lab 
reports, police reports

Study 2: Prosecution & Conviction
• Sample

– Single county sample (same state) 
of cases referred for prosecution 

– 2005 – 2010
– Victims age 12 and older
– N=257

• Data: Medical exam, crime lab 
reports, and prosecutor files

• Interviews with 8 Assistant District 
Attorneys



Victim Characteristics 
Characteristic Study 1 Study 2

Female 95.9% 95.9%
Median Age (years) 23 25
White
Hispanic
Black

68.6%
17.1%

9.1%

41.8%
20.1%
32.5%

Known assailant 68.2% 64.0%

Study 1: Statewide sample.
Study 2: Large urban county. 



Prevalence of Injury and Biological Evidence

NON-GENITAL INJURIES GENITAL INJURIES BIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

53.0%

35.6%

84.2%

36.8% 41.4%

60.3%

Study 1 Study 2

Study 1: Statewide sample.
Study 2: Large urban county. 



Some indication that evidence can be found
more than 72 hours after the incident.

34 10 4

240

46 9

0 TO 24 HOURS 25 TO 72 HOURS MORE THAN 72 HOURS

No biological evidence Biological evidence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is a myth that biological evidence can’t be found more than 72 hours after the assault. The caveat is we don’t know which cases had an exam that late – maybe it was only a select group of cases 



Presence of DNA Evidence

DNA PROFILE DNA MATCH TO 
SUSPECT

DNA MATCH TO 
ANOTHER CASE

DNA MATCH TO 
CONVICTED 
OFFENDER

28.3%

8.6% 2.0% 4.7%

50.0%

17.0%

3.5%
12.9%

Study 1 Study 2

CODISStudy 1: Statewide sample.
Study 2: Large urban county. 



STUDY 1: FOUNDING AND ARREST



Three factors associated with 
unfounding:

Penetration*

47%

Physical force*

37%

Exam after 24 hours+

62%

*p < .05
+ p = .06

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exam after 24 hours



Three factors associated with arrest:

Exam after 24 hours*

62%

Acquaintance*

Genital injury*

62%

*p < .05

14%

Intimate partner*

4X



Kit testing was associated with 
founding and arrest.

62%

89%
97%

Unfounded Founded-No Arrest Arrest



Biological evidence is only a factor in police 
arrest decisions in a small number of cases.

Unfounded
40.3%

Founded
59.7%

No arrest
58.6%

Arrest prior 
to lab report

37.9%

Arrest after 
lab report

3.5%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about biological evidence?



Most arrests occur well before crime lab analysis 
and reporting.

12 hours
Forensic 

examination

1 day 
Suspect 
arrested

8 days 
Kit arrival at 

crime lab

43 days
Crime lab 

reports 
results to 

police
Based on median times.

Sexual 
Assault 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As can be seen here, although in 50% of the cases examined the crime lab was able to report in a very timely manner, most likely the arrest had already occurred. 



When an arrest occurs after lab findings, it is more 
likely to have a DNA profile generated. 

NO ARREST (N=175) ARREST BEFORE LAB FINDINGS 
(N=105)

ARREST AFTER LAB FINDINGS 
(N=10)

34%
42%

80%

DNA Profile



Arrests after lab findings are also more likely to have 
a DNA match to the suspect. 

NO ARREST (N=163) ARREST BEFORE LAB 
FINDINGS (N=95)

ARREST AFTER LAB 
FINDINGS (N=9)

8%
20%

56%

DNA Matches Suspect



DNA matches to another case are also more likely 
when the arrest occurs after lab results. 

NO ARREST (N=170) ARREST BEFORE LAB 
FINDINGS (N=103)

ARREST AFTER LAB 
FINDINGS (N=10)

3% 2%

30%

DNA Match to Another Case



SANE nurses took significantly more 
photographs than non-SANE.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 38 41

13.6% had at least one photograph 
of non-genital injuries taken

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the things we were interested in examining was the completeness of the forensic medical examination. Research on police and prosecutor decision making indicates that early decision making---such as arrest and charging—are made based on the potential availability of forensic evidence influenced decision making, not necessarily the specific evidentiary value itself. What you see here is the distribution of the number of photographs taken by the examiner during the medical examination when photos were taken. About 13.6% of case had at least one photograph of injuries taken. We did find significant differences by medical examiner; the average number of photographs taken by SANE nurses was significantly higher (t = -2.51, p = .013). One explanation for the higher rates of photographs is the availability of digital cameras. There are 27 SANE sites across Mass., and at these sites there are SANE carts that have a digital camera on them, facilitating taking photographs. Other medical professionals may not have ready access to a digital camera.  Note: the mean for SANE nurses was 1.88; mean for non-SANE was .69.



SANEs were more likely to do 
additional swabbing than non-SANE.

68.4%

85.6%

53.5%

74.6%
81.1%

97.0%

79.8%

45.2%

CLOTHING TAKEN* HEAD HAIR COMBING** PUBIC HAIR COMBING*** ADDITIONAL SWABS***

SANE

* p = < .05; ** p = < .01; *** p = < .001
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Clothing taken (chi-square = 5.01, 1, n=286, p=.025)Head hair combing (chi-square = 9.11, 1, n=314, p=.003)Pubic hair combing (chi-square = 16.13, 1, n-241, p < .000)Additional swabs (chi-square = 17.95, 1, n=239, p < .000)When we compared exam characteristics by examiner type, we did find a few significant differences. They are listed here. As this slide indicates, SANE examiners collected significantly less clothing items and did less hair combings. When talking with the current director of the SANE program in Mass., there were several possible explanations offered. First, the top priority for SANE is patient care and because of this they take a very patient-centered approach. In fact, the MA SANE program was created out of concern for how survivors of sexual assault were treated in emergency care facilities.  Thus, although forensic evidence collection is important but is trumped by patient concerns. During an examine, SANE examiners will explain to patients' what choices they have and ask the patient's permission to gather evidence and will not do procedures if the patient doesn't agree.  Other medical providers may handle things differently. This might explain the finding that SANEs do certain evidence collection procedures less often. For instance, it is possible that other medical providers might simply proceed with something like pubic hair combings as if it were standard procedure and the patient would go along with it because one is used to submitting to doctors' instructions. SANE  is also skeptical of the evidentiary value of combing. What we will see later is that despite some differences in collection there appears to be no differences in the availability of biological evidence.On the other hand, they were more likely to complete additional swabbing. Possibly indicating SANE nurses understanding of the importance of taking several swabs to ensure sufficient samples are taken for analysis.



SANE examiners identified significantly 
more genital injuries than non-SANE
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Number of injuries to genital structures

41.1% of victims had genital 
injuries*

*Includes: Swelling, redness, abrasion, or tearing to any genital structure
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Presentation Notes
In terms of genital injury, we found that 41% of cases the victim had at least one genital injury. Genital injury included swelling, redness, abrasion, or tearing to any genital structure. We found no significant differences by victim characteristics and victim-suspect relationship, but did find differences by examiner type. SANE nurses identified more genital injuries than non-SANE nurses.One possible explanation for these differences include the fact that SANE examiners receive more training  on how to identify injuries, they have more experience conducting these examinations, and they may simply be more comfortable looking at genitals for injuries. For instance, SANEs are trained to use the patient's report of the assault including, for example, the positioning of the assailant and the survivor during the sexual acts, to develop hypotheses about what specific structures may have been injured, which helps guide their examination. �



Study 1: Summary of Findings
• Case attrition occurs early.

• Forensic results rarely precede arrests.

• Case founding decisions reflect “real” rapes: penetration 
and force.

• Arrests associated with known offenders, injuries, and 
timely reporting.

• SANEs were more likely to take photographs, do 
additional swabbing, and identify genital injuries. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ATTRITION: Case attrition was not unexpected.IMPACT OF FORENSICS: Our % of cases with forensic results before arrest are slightly higher than that reported by Johnson et al. (2012) (1.6% versus 8.5%), but that is because they started with all cases regardless of whether forensic evidence was available, whereas we started with cases where some type of medical forensic evidence was collected. It is important to note that when forensic results do precede arrest, it does appear to be impactful.UNFOUNDED FINDINGS: The findings related to case unfounding are also confirmatory of past findings.ARREST FINDINGS: Police were more likely to make arrests in cases involving known offenders, but these cases are often more difficult to prosecute. Injuries and timely reporting may reflect both evidence and perceived legitimacy. The presence of an injury not only provides officers with corroborating evidence of victim statements, but may also be perceived by officers as supporting why this case is legitimate, thus, worthy of arrest and prosecution.  The examination of a victim within 24 hours of the assault may indicate to officers that evidence is likely contained in the kit and that the victim is being truthful.  These findings are all consistent with past research. 



STUDY 2: PROSECUTION AND 
CONVICTION



Most cases fall out because no charges are filed 
or the case is dismissed

257 cases referred to prosecutors

87 cases with criminal charges 
filed or accepted for prosecution

38 cases carried 
forward (not 
dismissed)

27 cases with 
conviction
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Presentation Notes
There are several things we now know about how sexual assaults are processed through the criminal justice system. First, we know that there is a high attrition rate in sexual assault cases, particularly in early processing stages. For instance, it has been estimated that only about 40% of sexual assault cases are ever reported to the police. Of those, only 40% will result in an arrest (Rennison, 2002), and of those that result in arrest, only 50% will result in felony charges by prosecutors (Chandler & Torney, 1981; LaFree, 1980) and only 33%  of those charged will be convicted of the original felony charged* (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2010). Using 2009 estimates of sexual victimization, this means that less than 7% of cases reported to the police are likely to result in conviction of the original felony charge. Second, we know that the attrition rate of sexual assault cases is linked to police and prosecutor perceptions of the convictability of the case. Police and prosecutors are the gatekeepers to the criminal justice system. Their perceptions of sexual assault victims and their assaults impacts whether and how far cases move through the criminal justice system. Analysis of criminal justice decision making clearly shows that criminal justice practitioners use a set of criteria to efficiently discriminate between cases (see Steffensmeier, Ulmer, & Kramer, 1998; Spohn, Beichner & Davids-Frenzel, 2001), criteria that weed out cases that are not likely to result in successful conviction (see Frohmann, 1991; Spohn et al., 2001). Prosecutor concerns over convictability of cases has been referred to as “downward stream” orientation (Frohmann, 1991). The downward stream focus of prosecutors impacts police officer behavior because success in securing felony court charges are predicated on prosecutor perceptions of convictability.  Thus, both prosecutors and police officers become focused on their ability to construct cases that are likely to result in conviction. Third, we know that the set of criteria police officers and prosecutors use to discriminate between cases and determine convictability are based on a combination of victim characteristics, suspect characteristics, and case-specific characteristics.  Victim and suspect characteristics may include the age, race, and gender of the individuals involved. Case-specific factors may include victim-suspect relationship, availability of physical and forensic evidence, victim injury, victim behavior prior to, during, and after the assault, suspect and victim intoxication, weapon presence, length of time between the incident and report, witness availability, and location of incident. Some of these factors may be legally relevant to the case. For instance, significant injuries to victims indicate aggravating circumstances, a legal designation for more serious cases. Forensic evidence may provide corroborating evidence of the assault, evidence that may be needed to support probable cause and reasonable doubt. * Reflects convictions in the 75 most populated counties in 2006. See http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/index.cfm?ty=pbdetail&iid=2193



35% of cases the victim declined prosecution.

Convicted 9%

Acquitted 1%

Suspect not 
identified 22%

Victim declined 
prosecution 35%

Declined -- victim 
credibility 12%

Declined -- lack of 
evidence 9%

Other or missing
12%



Few cases had a DNA match to the suspect.

257 referred to prosecutors

217 with forensic evidence kits

201 kits tested by crime lab

121 with biological evidence

100 had DNA analysis

92 had DNA profile

64 suspect 

41 DNA match
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There are several things we now know about how sexual assaults are processed through the criminal justice system. First, we know that there is a high attrition rate in sexual assault cases, particularly in early processing stages. For instance, it has been estimated that only about 40% of sexual assault cases are ever reported to the police. Of those, only 40% will result in an arrest (Rennison, 2002), and of those that result in arrest, only 50% will result in felony charges by prosecutors (Chandler & Torney, 1981; LaFree, 1980) and only 33%  of those charged will be convicted of the original felony charged* (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2010). Using 2009 estimates of sexual victimization, this means that less than 7% of cases reported to the police are likely to result in conviction of the original felony charge. Second, we know that the attrition rate of sexual assault cases is linked to police and prosecutor perceptions of the convictability of the case. Police and prosecutors are the gatekeepers to the criminal justice system. Their perceptions of sexual assault victims and their assaults impacts whether and how far cases move through the criminal justice system. Analysis of criminal justice decision making clearly shows that criminal justice practitioners use a set of criteria to efficiently discriminate between cases (see Steffensmeier, Ulmer, & Kramer, 1998; Spohn, Beichner & Davids-Frenzel, 2001), criteria that weed out cases that are not likely to result in successful conviction (see Frohmann, 1991; Spohn et al., 2001). Prosecutor concerns over convictability of cases has been referred to as “downward stream” orientation (Frohmann, 1991). The downward stream focus of prosecutors impacts police officer behavior because success in securing felony court charges are predicated on prosecutor perceptions of convictability.  Thus, both prosecutors and police officers become focused on their ability to construct cases that are likely to result in conviction. Third, we know that the set of criteria police officers and prosecutors use to discriminate between cases and determine convictability are based on a combination of victim characteristics, suspect characteristics, and case-specific characteristics.  Victim and suspect characteristics may include the age, race, and gender of the individuals involved. Case-specific factors may include victim-suspect relationship, availability of physical and forensic evidence, victim injury, victim behavior prior to, during, and after the assault, suspect and victim intoxication, weapon presence, length of time between the incident and report, witness availability, and location of incident. Some of these factors may be legally relevant to the case. For instance, significant injuries to victims indicate aggravating circumstances, a legal designation for more serious cases. Forensic evidence may provide corroborating evidence of the assault, evidence that may be needed to support probable cause and reasonable doubt. * Reflects convictions in the 75 most populated counties in 2006. See http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/index.cfm?ty=pbdetail&iid=2193



DNA match to the suspect was associated with 
filing, no dismissal, and conviction.

Evidence Variable Summary of Results
Non-genital injury No effect; more analysis needed
Genital injury No effect, more analysis needed
Semen/sperm No effect
Saliva No effect
Any biological evidence No effect
DNA match to suspect Significantly related to…

• Filing criminal  charges
• Carrying cases forward w/o dismissal
• Conviction

IS DNA MATCH TO SUSPECT A CAUSE OR EFFECT OF PROSECUTOR ACTIONS?



In 29.4% of cases the lab reports were 
available before charges were filed. 

D NA MATCH TO 
SUSP ECT

KIT  P ROCESSED  BUT NO 
MATCH

NO K IT  OR K IT  NOT 
P ROCESSED

81%

44%

72%

19%

56%

28%

Criminal Charges or Accepted for Prosecution No Criminal Charges



Cases with a DNA match to the suspect were less 
likely to be dismissed. 

D NA  MA TCH TO  S US PECT KIT  PRO CES S ED  BUT NO  
MA TCH

NO  K IT  O R K IT  NO T 
PRO CES S ED

91%

43% 52%

9%

57% 48%

Carried forward to guilty plea or trial Dismissed



Cases with a DNA match to the suspect were more 
likely to result in a conviction. 

D NA  MA TCH TO  S US PECT KIT  PRO CES S ED  BUT NO  
MA TCH

NO  K IT  O R K IT  NO T 
PRO CES S ED

57%

9% 18%

43%

91% 82%

Conviction No conviction



Significant factors explaining 
conviction:

Victim credibility*

62%

Suspect arrest*

4X

*p < .05
**p < .01 

DNA suspect 
match**

7X



REF ERRED CRIMINA L  CHA RGES CA RRIED  F O RWA RD  
(NO  D IS MIS S A L)

CO NV ICTIO N

16%
31%

55%
70%

% DNA MATCHES

REF ERRED CRIMINA L  CHA RGES CA RRIED  F O RWA RD  
(NO  D IS MIS S A L)

CO NV ICTIO N

257

87
38 27

NUMBER OF CASES



Presenting DNA demonstrates 
belief in victim and thoroughness
of investigation

DNA identifies suspect but 
other  evidence is needed
-- overcome consent defense
-- deal with DNA ambiguities 

DNA “slam dunk”
-- identifies suspect
-- consent defense ineffective 

Minimally probative Very probativeModerately probative

Biological Evidence: 
Continuum of Probative Value



Biological Evidence Assists
Investigations and Prosecution

• Identifying suspects in stranger cases

• Identifying suspects in cases where victim unable to 
provide good witness

• Places suspects at the scene of the crime 

• Helps with questioning suspects

• Bolsters victim’s credibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identifying suspects in stranger casesADA 3: [stranger rape of two women] There was a DNA—there was semen in one of the two kits from which a DNA profile was created.  The case really went cold until 2010 when that DNA profile from one victim's kit was matched to a DNA profile left at a scene in [location].  . . . That's one, and DNA solved it, basically. Identifying suspects in cases where victim unable to provide good witnessADA 4: she was [a child] and she had been through a traumatic event . . . she had trouble talking about the perpetrator and who he was. . . It was saliva that was recovered, I think from her [body], that ultimately had his DNA on it.  That took this case from being a very, very challenging case to prove in terms of identity, who actually did this, to pin it down, and made it basically a slam dunk. Place suspects at the scene of the crime ADA 6: The biological evidence is important because it places him there and it forces him to say he had sex around the alleged incident. It is always good to have DNA no matter what. . . .DNA bolsters the claim of the victim about the sex. DNA and blood at the same spot is good evidence to show that at the time of sex she was bleeding.   Can assist in questioning suspectsADA 2: Trying to give him every opportunity to admit he was at least in [location].  When he says he's never been there, they then say, "The reason that we arrested you is your DNA has been linked to a rape kit” . . . The biological evidence there enabled them to confront him, and him on video and audio recording changing his story as predictably as he did when confronted with the DNA evidence is something . . . Bolsters victim’s credibilityADA 4: . . . .if she says, “He bit my leg,” and you’ve got a bite mark on a leg with saliva that matches the defendant, that’s hugely corroborative.  Right? . . . 



Biological Evidence is Not a Panacea
• Consent difficult to overcome

• Defense can challenge the chain of custody or results

• Defense can offer alternative explanations for DNA 
presence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consent difficult to overcome	ADA 2: It was really strong DNA and fingerprints, and he at first tried to refute, refute, refute the DNA.  Then when he couldn't, he then turned to consent in the middle of the trial.  His new defense became consent because it's a lot easier to challenge the credibility of a human than it is to challenge the science of DNA or fingerprints.   ADA 7: The suspect denied sexual contact with the victim and his semen was found in the rape kit.  The suspect and victim were acquaintances—they generally know each other. It became a he said, she said case, because he explained away his initial denial, saying that he did not initially tell the truth because he is married. Challenging the chain of custody or resultsADA 4: Really the only thing the defense can do is nibble around the edges and say the chain of custody is cloudy or the testing is unreliable in some crazy way, but really, there’s no defense.     Alternative explanations for DNA presenceADA 5: This case was a girl claimed the assailant sexually assaulted her and put his mouth on her [body part] and raped her, among other things.  She got a kit done.  They swabbed that [body part].  His saliva was found [there]. . . He claimed that she’s a liar.  They got in a fight that day—a physical fight—and he spit on her . . I mean it just- they always have a—they always explain it away, right? 



Biological Evidence is Impacted by 
Court Culture

• Forensic evidence presented even if not probative
ADA 2: We still have a burden of proving the elements of the crime 
and the fact that the defendant is the person who committed the 
crime. . . Under the theory of better to be safe than sorry—we 
don't do it to the extent that we would in non-consent cases.  

ADA 4: When we have the evidence, we use it.  When we don’t 
have it, we bring in experts to explain why we don’t have it every 
time, every time.



Study 2: Summary of Findings

• DNA matches happen in a small number of cases

• DNA is associated with charging, no dismissal, 
conviction
– Prosecutors often sought DNA analysis on cases they 

moved forward on.

• DNA is more useful in stranger cases or assailants 
denying sexual contact; less useful when assailants 
claim consent



Study 2: Summary of Findings

• Prosecutors sought to introduce DNA evidence 
whenever possible
– Felt it reflected prosecutor and victim thoroughness and 

corroboration of victim allegations.

• Skillful prosecution needed to make DNA effective 
(e.g., countering switch to a consent defense)

• Prosecutors use multiple forms of evidence, not just 
DNA evidence



Overall Conclusions
• More effective use of biological evidence is 

unlikely to dramatically increase arrest and 
prosecution rates

• Victim participation in prosecution and victim 
credibility are big factors—more needs to be 
learned

• Testing untested kits holds promise for 
catching serial rapists, but much more 
research is needed



Overall conclusions (cont.)

• Almost all cases carried forward to guilty plea 
or trial had a DNA match
– Prosecutors often sought a DNA match even after 

filing criminal charges
– Is DNA match a new requirement for prosecution?

• Increasing access to quality exams, crime lab 
analysis, and prosecutor skill in using 
biological evidence is a social justice issue. 



Contact us!

• Ted Cross, tpcross@Illinois.edu, 781-640-4532
• Megan Alderden, 

megan.alderden@Illinois.gov, 312-793-8550
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